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Electron-hole interactionAntimony telluride (Sb2Te3), a layered semiconductor material, is considered a promising absorbing
material for a high-performance optoelectronic device within broadband wavelengths because of
remarkable features like strong optical absorbance and the narrow direct band gap. In this work, based
on the first-principles approach, we investigate in detail the structural, electronic and optical properties
of the hexagonal Sb2Te3 compound. The structural and electronic properties were computed using the
first-principles approach, treating exchange–correlation potential with generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) within density functional theory (DFT). Furthermore, for accurate prediction of the band gap,
we go beyond DFT and calculated band structure using GW correction. The optical properties, namely,
imaginary and real parts of complex dielectric function, absorption coefficient, refractive index, reflectiv-
ity, extinction coefficient, electron energy loss function and optical conductivity are performed by quasi-
particle many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) via Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE). The computed struc-
tural parameters are in good agreement with available experimental data. The obtained quasi-particle
(GW) correction band structure show the semiconducting character of Sb2Te3 material with a direct band
gap Eg of 0.221 eV, in agreement with previously reported value (Eg = 0.210 eV) while the projected den-
sity of states indicates (PDOS) that the p-orbital of Sb and Te atoms are responsible for material properties
near the Fermi level. To our knowledge, our first reported calculations of optical properties, with the
inclusion of electron-hole effects are consistent with available experimental measurements.
Consistencies of our findings with experimental data validate the effectiveness of electron-hole interac-
tion for theoretical investigation of optical properties.
 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
The rapid demand of the high-performance photo-detector in
terms of wavelength and efficiency is increasing day by day due
to its versatility of the applications in our daily lives such as
biomedical imaging, quantum computing, gas sensing, optical
communication, homeland security, remote sensing high-speed
optoelectronic and laser photonics [1,2]. In this regard, nowadays,
second generation topological insulators (TIs) mainly Sb2Te3, Bi2-
Te3 and Bi2Se3 have received great attention as an appealing mate-
rials for optoelectronic and photonic applications within wide
energy spectrum (ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectra), because
they have several merits compared with other materials such as
narrow band gap, protected conducting surface edges states, sat-urable absorber character, very high damage threshold, low sat-
urable optical intensity, easily synthesize and low cost [3].
Although these small band gap semiconductors are typically
reported the excellent candidates for thermoelectric applications
[4], recently their investigations for the optoelectronic applications
have shown them suitable for optoelectronics as well. Due to its
time-reversal symmetry and strong spin–orbit coupling (SOC)
effect, Sb2Te3 has reported a topological insulator with protected
gapless surface states which makes it different from the other con-
ventional semiconductors [5,6]. It has also, recently, gained special
attention as a promising absorbing material in optoelectronic
devices due to its direct band gap, strong optical absorbance, and
formation of single massless Dirac cone at the surface [7]. There-
fore, in order to understand the optoelectronic nature of Sb2Te3
and its scope for futuristic applications, a detailed knowledge of
electronic structure and optical properties is essential.it is known
that Sb2Te3 has five atomic layers structure in the primitive cell
containing three different atoms classified as Te-1, Te-2 and Sb
A. Lawal et al. / Results in Physics 7 (2017) 2302–2310 2303leading to (Te-1)-Sb-(Te-2)-Sb-(Te-1) sequence along c-axis with a
rhombohedral crystal structure and belongs to R3mð166Þ space
group. Alternatively it is described in hexagonal unit cell of 15
atoms similar to graphene along x–y plane with sandwiched lay-
ered structure, called quintuple layered forming a slab of five
atomic layers. The quintuple layers (QLs) are stacked along c axis
direction held together by weak van der Waals interaction and
covalently bonded within the QLs. Theoretical investigations by
various ab initio methods and experimental studies have shown
that Sb2Te3 is a narrow-gap semiconductor and the band structure
depends on spin–orbit interaction [5,8]. Although extensive calcu-
lations have been conducted on electronic structure of Sb2Te3 [9]
using first-principles approach, most of the electronic structure
calculations are performed based on generalized gradient (GGA)
or local-density (LDA) approximations.
The quality of the DFT calculations considerably depends upon
the suitable choice of the exchange–correlation approximation.
Nevertheless, GGA and LDA functional based calculations concern-
ing surface states show good agreement with the experimental
results [10], they usually demonstrate inappropriate values of the
electronic band gap, particularly for semiconductors and insula-
tors. It is because the quasiparticle (QP) band structure is not pre-
dicted well by the Kohn-Sham eigenenergy values. In order to
overcome this discrepancy between DFT calculations at the level
of GGA/LDA and the experimental results, self-energy corrections
to the QP energy GW are needed [11].
Optical parameters, namely imaginary and real parts of com-
plex dielectric function, electron energy loss function, absorption
index, refractive index, reflectivity, extinction coefficient and opti-
cal conductivity are used to characterize the optoelectronic beha-
viour of any condensed-matter systems for technical application.
Therefore, it is essential to be able to accurately describe such
quantities with an efficient and reliable approach that provide a
satisfactory description in agreement with experimental findings.
Optical properties of Sb2Te3 have been extensively studied experi-
mentally [12–20], compared to theoretical study. For quite dec-
ades, optical properties of the materials have been investigated
extensively with standard DFT using independent particle
approach of Ehenreich and Cohen [21,22] and one-particle Green’s
function approach within GW approximation [23]. However, nei-
ther of these methods provides a correct evaluation of optical spec-
tra, because the optical spectrum and the shape of the calculated
dielectric function show significant differences from those
obtained in experimental measurement [24–27]. The limitation
of standard DFT and one-particle Green’s function is their failure
to describe the excitonic effect of electron-hole interaction which
requires two-particle approach. It has been known that two-
particle approach provides a correct description of optical proper-
ties of a number of systems due to the influence of electron-hole
correction in optical spectra. Several ab initio calculations of the
optical spectra, within the inclusion of electron-hole interaction
using different approximations and techniques for different mate-
rials like Li2O, TiO2, and polythiophene, have shown their reliability
and agreement with experimental data [26,28,29]. Therefore, for
effective description of optical spectra, the excitonic effect due to
electron-hole interaction should be included. Moreover, to the best
of our knowledge, ab initio calculations of optical properties with
the inclusion of electron-hole effects for Sb2Te3 have not been
reported yet. Therefore, our main motivation here is to calculate
structural, electronic and optical properties of Sb2Te3 within the
inclusion of electron-hole effects and compare them with the stan-
dard DFT results and experimental measurements.
In this paper, electronic properties of Bi2Te3 in the hexagonal
structure are calculated using Green function and screened Cou-
lomb interaction (GW) method and are compared with the stan-dard DFT calculated band gap results. For optical properties, we
employed a technique that introduced electron-hole interaction
into first-principles many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) via
Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) approach as implemented in
YAMBO package.
Theoretical methodology
Theoretically, Schrödinger equation (SE) is a quantum mechan-
ical expression that provides an exact description of system’s phys-
ical properties such as particle motion and its wave function. The
electronic structures of any system can be accurately obtained
via the solution of SE without any semi-empirical or empirical
parameters [30,31]. However, SE is difficult to solve due to
electron-nucleus interaction, then later a solution was proposed
by famous Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Previous research-
ers think that to separate nuclear coordinates and electronic from
many-body wave function, the nuclei should be treated adiabati-
cally because of differences in mass between nuclei and electron
[32]. Despite with this simplification still, many-body problem
remain difficult. Then with Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation prob-
lem of many-electron can be simplified to single electron and pro-
vide a correct description of electron exchange, unfortunately, it
failed to describe electronic correlation [33]. As it is not possible
to solve SE directly for N-electron, then in 1964 density functional
theory (DFT) was proposed by famous Hohenberg and Kohn as a
method to determine the electronic structure of a system at ground
state with a theory stated that all ground state properties for many
particle systems are functional of the electron density [34,35]. The
minimum value of the total energy functional is the ground state
energy and this energy is the exact single electron ground state
density [36]. Kohn and Sham proposed an equation that replaced
the problem of mutually interacting electrons in an external ion
potential to an equivalent set of self-consistent one-electron [37].
The effects of electron–electron interactions are expressed by gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA) [38] or local density
approximation (LDA) [39]. Calculations based on DFT are distin-
guished from other ab initio approaches as first-principles calcula-
tion with an approximate error of 103 eV, the errors can be
minimized by adjusting the cut-off energy or k-points mesh. In
many cases, the first-principles approach within the framework
of DFT gives accurate predictions of various properties of materials,
stable configuration and total energy.
In this paper, geometry relaxation and electronic properties of
Sb2Te3 were performed by the first-principles approach based on
plane-wave self-consistent field (PWSCF) program within the
framework of DFT as implemented in Quantum-Espresso simula-
tion package [40]. Full relativistic norm-conserving pseudopoten-
tials of the standard solid state pseudopotential library of Dal
Corso et al. [41,42] were used to model the interaction between
valence electron and ionic core potential for Sb, Te-1, and Te-2 with
and without the inclusion of spin–orbit coupling (SOC). A general-
ized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew–Berke–Erzndof
(PBE) is used in order to treat electron–electron interaction [38].
Plane waves with kinetic energy cutoffs of 30 Ry were used to
expand the electronic wavefunctions and 320 Ry for charge den-
sity. The irreducible Brillouin zone of electronic structure calcula-
tions was sampled with a set of (121212) Monkhorst-Pack grid
to generate k-points while denser values of (141414) were used
for the density of states using first-order Hermite-Gaussian smear-
ing technique. The initial structure obtained frommaterials project
of Jain et al. [43] were geometrically relaxed for atomic coordinates
and dimension of the cell using intrinsic Broyden–Fletcher–Gold
farb–Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [44,45], until atomic maximum
forces were less than 5  105 eV/Å) and the total energy during
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for electronic band structure correction obtained from standard
DFT approach, we performed GW calculations within G0W0
approximation as implemented in YAMBO package [46] to obtain
a real quasiparticle (QP) energies EQPn correction to the Kohn-
Sham eigenvalues EGGAn as shown in Eq. (1).
EQPn ¼ ZnhuGGAn jRGWðEGGAn Þ  VXC juGGAn i þ EGGAj ð1Þ
where RGW is the GW self-energy which is the product of one-
electron Green’s function G and screened Coulomb potential W as
iG0W0, E
GGA
n and uGGAn are the KS eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
VXC is the DFT exchange–correlation potentials and index n runs
over occupied and unoccupied states and Zn is the orbital renormal-
ization factor which defined as
Zn ¼ 1
@ uGGAn jRGWðEGGAn ÞjuGGAn
D E
@EGGAn
2
4
3
5
1
ð2Þ
The Brillouin zone of GW calculation was sampled with a set of
(6 6 6) k-points to ensure convergence of QP energies. The screen-
ings in Coulomb potential W were treated via plasmon-pole
approximation. In GW self-energy exchange–correlation part, we
used plane-waves kinetic energy cutoff of 20 R. The QP energies
values have been converged with the number of empty bands more
than 3000. For optical properties calculations, we adopted an
approach that provides a correct description of optical spectra in
better agreement with experimental data [47], via the solution of
two-particle BSE based on GW corrected energies as implemented
in YAMBO simulation package [44,46]. The approach involved
three stages; the eigenvalue of Kohn-Sham matrix from ground
states DFT calculation follow by GW calculation to correct the KS
eigenvalue and lastly the solution of BSE using GW eigenvalue to
include electron-hole interaction as can be seen in Eq. (3) [25,46].
XsAsvck ¼ ðEck  EvkÞAskvc þ
X
k0v 0c0
hvckjKi þ 2Kr jv 0c0k0i ð3Þ
where Asvck and X
s are the excited eigenvectors sand eigenvalues, Evk
and Eck are the QP energies for the valence and conduction band
states, Kr and Ki are the repulsive and interactive exchange terms
of electron-hole interaction, c and v are the conduction band,
valence band and k wave vector respectively.
The calculation of optical absorption spectra is based on 60 con-
duction bands and 50 valence bands. The imaginary part of dielec-
tric function e2ðxÞ was obtained by direct electronic transitions
between occupied (electrons) and unoccupied (holes) electronic
states and calculated from Eq. (4) [25], while Kramers-Kronig rela-
tions was used for calculating real part of frequency dependent
dielectric function as shown in Eq. (5) [48].
e2ðxÞ ¼ 16pe
2
x2
X
S
j k:
!
hOjvectjSij2dðxXsÞ ð4Þ
e1ðxÞ ¼ 1þ 2Pp
Z 1
0
x0e2ðx0Þ
x02 x2 dx
0 ð5Þ
where ~k is the polarization vector of light. hOjvectjSi is the optical
transition matrix from valence to conduction states and P is the
principal value of the integral and the integral is over irreducible
Brillouin zone.
The knowledge of real and imaginary parts of frequency depen-
dent dielectric function expressions was used to compute other
optical parameters namely, absorption index a(x), electron loss
function L(x), refractive index n(x), conductivity r(x) extinction
index k(x) and reflectivity R(x) as can be seen in the following
equations [49,50]:aðxÞ ¼ x
c
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Structural properties
The primitive cell of Sb2Te3 is rhombohedral structure and its
conventional cell is hexagonal crystal structure similar to gra-
phene. The geometrical relaxations of Sb2Te3 in hexagonal crystal
structure were performed to avoid an error for accurate analysis
of other properties, such as band structure within the framework
of DFT calculations. The theoretical equilibrium lattice parameters
a = b and c within LDA, LDA + SOC, PBE and PBE + SOC, together
with other previous first-principles calculations and experimental
values are shown in Table 1. Clearly, we noted that LDA or LDA
+ SOC underestimate lattice parameter on c by 3.2%. However,
PBE + SOC overestimate c with 6.371% and a by 4.338%. Interest-
ingly, PBE without inclusion of SOC gives lattice constants almost
identical with experimental value with only 0.033% error. There-
fore, our first-principles calculations suggest that SOC effect on
structural relaxation is not important for predicting lattice param-
eters in the case of second generation topological insulators. We
found that PBE exchange correlation potential gives the best match
with experimental results when compared with previous theoret-
ical investigations done with other potentials (Fig. 1).
Electronic properties
Electronic band structure calculation is very important for
describing the optoelectronic behaviour of materials. Here we per-
form an analysis of band structure, the total density of state (TDOS)
and partial density of state (PDOS) of Sb2Te3. The electronic band
structures of Sb2Te3 were computed within PBE approximation
based on DFT and GW self-energy corrections via G0W0 approxima-
tion along special symmetry directions of the irreducible Brillouin
zone setting Fermi energy level scale at 0 eV represented by a red
dash as can be seen in Fig. 2a and b respectively. From our band
structure calculations with and without inclusion of SOC, the dif-
ferences in energy between bottom of conduction band and top
of valence band are found to occurred at C point indicating that
Sb2Te3 is a direct band gap semiconductor compound having
energy at C? C of 0.120 eV with inclusion of SOC and 0.150 eV
in the absence of SOC and these values agreed with previous DFT
reports as well [51,56–58]. Table 2 present a summary of our band
structure results and available theoretical and experimental mea-
Table 1
Calculated lattice parameter of Sb2Te3 compared with previous theoretical and experimental work.
Structure Work Method Lattice parameters
a(Å) c(Å) c/a
Hexagonal unit cell Our work PBE + SOC 4.450 32.390 7.279
PBE 4.278 30.460 7.120
LDA + SOC 4.257 29.455 6.919
LDA 4.243 29.471 6.946
Previous Work LDA + SOC [51] 4.252 29.450 6.926
LDA [51] 4.254 29.460 6.925
PBE + SOC [52] 4.340 31.359 7.226
PBE-D2 + SOC [51] 4.248 30.970 7.290
PBE-D2 [51] 4.246 30.957 7.291
Exp. [53] 4.271 30.451 7.130
Exp. [54] 4.264 30.458 7.143
Exp. [55] 4.265 30.450 7.140
Fig. 1. Structure of Sbi2Te3 (a) Bulk Hexagonal unit cell. (b) First Brillouin zone
along the high symmetry points.
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value of 0.150–0.210 eV [12–15], this effect is the limitation of
DFT approach due to approximations used for the exchange–corre-
lation functional. We also noticed that hybridization due to SOC
lead to the existence of many bands at C point in the valence band
region with numerous degenerate levels. Next to accurately correct
the band gap obtained by standard DFT approach, we introduced a
self-energy corrections in the QP energy using MBPT within G0W0
approximation. The G0W0 approximation confirmed the direct gap
of Sb2Te3 as reported in transmittance and photoemission spec-
troscopy measurements. The calculated QP energy gap of-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
(a)
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Fig. 2. Band structure of bulk Sb2Te0.221 eV obtained using G0W0 approximation agrees very well
with transmittance and photoemission spectroscopy. Our calcula-
tion pointed out that spin–orbit interaction and GW approximation
on top of DFT provide accurate prediction of band structure. Table 2
provides an illustration of the results of our band structure calcu-
lations with other previous theoretical and experimental values.
We also have computed and analyzed the total density of states
(TDOS) and partial density of states (PDOS) for Sb2Te3 as can be
seen in Fig. 3(a) and (b) along with the Fermi energy level repre-
sented by a red dash. The result of DOS help to elaborate the nature
of the band gap and PDOS provides details information about the
origin of bands for valence and conduction bands. The s-orbital
of Sb, Te-1, Te-2 and p-orbital of Sb contribute to lowest valence
band (13.000 eV to 10.504 eV) while middle of valence band
which occurred approximately within (10.000 eV to 7.000 eV)
range is contributed from s-orbitals of Sb, Te-1, Te-2 and p-
orbital of Te-1 and Te-2 in which s-orbital of Sb states contributed
most. The maximum occupied valence bands (5.512 eV to
0.000 eV) are dominated via s-orbital of Sb and p-orbitals of Sb,
Te-1, and Te-2 and it is fundamentally dominated by p-orbitals
of Sb and Te atoms. In the unoccupied conduction bands above
Fermi level (0.000 eV to 5.000 eV), the p-orbitals of Sb, Te-1, and
Te-2 are the main contributors. In general, we noticed that p-
orbital of Sb and Te atoms are responsible for material properties
near Fermi level. Also based on the analysis above, we observed
that in the energy range from 13.000 eV to 7.000 s-orbital of
Sb hybridize with s-orbital of Te (Te-1 and Te-2) while p-orbital
of Sb strongly hybridize with p-orbitals of Te-1 and Te-2 from
5.512 eV to 0.000 eV. Therefore, these hybridizations confirmed
the existence of an interatomic force in Sb2Te3 semiconductor
material which is also confirmed by Qing et al. [60]. However,
the Sb, Te-1 and Te-2 atoms via s-orbital do not play any role in
the bonding and transport properties. This shows that our results-1.0
-0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
Ef
(b)
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gy
 (e
V)
3 (a) with and (b) without SOC.
Table 2
Bi2Te3 band gap results compared with previous first principle calculations and
experimental data.
Work Methodology Band gap value Eg
(eV)
Type of band
gap
Our work PBE 0.150 Direct
PBE + SOC 0.120 Direct
PBE + SOC + GW 0.221 Direct
Previous
work
LDA + SOC [51] 0.050 Direct
DFT-D2 + SOC [51] 0.140 Direct
PBE + SOC
[51,56,57]
0.120 Direct
Exp. [12–14,59] 0.210 Direct
Exp. [15] 0.150 Direct
2306 A. Lawal et al. / Results in Physics 7 (2017) 2302–2310are in good agreement with those from the previous first-
principles investigation.
Optical properties
Investigation on the optical properties of materials plays a cru-
cial role in understanding their optoelectronic applications [61].
We have calculated the optical properties by evaluating micro-
scopic dielectric function e(x) via three different approaches: Ran-
dom phase approximation (RPA) based on PBE (DFT + RPA) without
taking into account the electron–electron and electron-hole inter-
action, RPA based on G0W0 (G0W0 + RPA) which neglects electron-
hole interaction and solving BSE of many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT) based on two interacting QP scheme on top of DFT results
to include the role of interaction between the excited electron and
hole left in the valence band region (G0W0 + BSE). The first Micro-
scopic dielectric function describes the behaviour of linear
response of a material to the electromagnetic radiation field
applied which displays the absorptive character of that material.
Real part of dielectric describes how much material polarized as
a result of induced electric dipole creation when electric field is
applied while imaginary part indicates how much material absorp-
tion photon energy. Fig. 4(a) and (b) present the real and imaginary
part of dielectric function of Sb2Te3 for polarization along perpen-
dicular direction to the hexagonal axis c. Electronic contribution at
high frequency and ionic contributions of a non-polar system are
contained in the static dielectric permittivity tensor e(0) which-15 -10 -5 0 5
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Fig. 3. Density of state (a) Total DOSdepends strongly on the material band gap. Static dielectric per-
mittivity tensor and plasma energy can be used to calculate band
gap energy Eg via Penn Model expression Eg  hxP=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eð0Þ  1p
[62]. The optical gap in imaginary part of dielectric function repre-
sent the inter-band transitions between the conduction band min-
imum and valence band maximum, which correspond to the
fundamental band gap of the material. From optical spectra via
DFT + RPA we noticed that the absorption edge, called optical gap
is smaller than experimental value, this limitation is due to elec-
tronic gap underestimation in DFT. However, inclusion of QP
description (G0W0 + RPA) shifted the absorption edge to higher
energies with respect to DFT + RPA and expected experimental
value. Additionally, the optical edges over DFT + RPA and G0W0
+ RPA are quite close to electronic gap calculated within PBE and
G0W0 approximations. The description of optical properties with
QP correction and excitonic effects of electron-hole interaction
via solution of BSE (G0W0 + BSE) gives indeed a definite improve-
ment of results over DFT + RPA and G0W0 + RPA as can be seen in
Table 3. Comparing the location of fundamental gap edge within
G0W0 correction and shifted excitonic peak, we deduced an exciton
binding energy to be 0.036 eV. This peak is indicated by an arrow in
Fig. 4(a). Interestingly, the material can absorb photon energy up to
9.593 eV as the imaginary line approaches zero at that point
whereas standard DFT calculations by Park et al. [22] shows that
Sb2Te3 is transparent above 5 eV which is completely deviated
from experimental measurement [19]. The relatively strong
absorption in 0.185–9.593 eV energy range provides strong evi-
dence that Sb2Te3 has the potential to be used for detecting light
within broadband range. Our BSE calculations have almost the
same main peaks and amplitude of both real and imaginary part
of dielectric function with experimental measurement when com-
pare with the results obtained via standard DFT [22]. These vali-
date the effectiveness of the inclusion of the electron-hole effects
for theoretical investigation of optical properties. The dielectric
constant at high frequency along perpendicular e?ð1Þ direction
was found to be 55.986, 37.542 and 33.804 for DFT + RPA, G0W0 + -
BSE and G0W0 + RPA respectively, showing that the dielectric con-
stant at high frequency obtained via G0W0 + BSE is in good
agreement with experimental value of 38.000 [16].
The refractive index is a quantity that describes how much light
is refracted after entering material [63]. Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the
refractive index n(x) and extinction index k(x) of Sb2Te3 as a func--15 -10 -5 0 5
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Fig. 4. (a) imaginary part of the dielectric function (b) real part of the dielectric function of Sb2Te3 calculated using DFT + RPA, G0W0 + RPA, and G0W0 + BSE.
Table 3
Sb2Te3 BSE results compared with experimental and standard DFT data.
Optical gap (eV) e(1) n(0) Reflectivity first edge (%) Plasma energy (eV)
Our work DFT + RPA 0.123 55.635 7.482 58.049 8.668
G0W0 + RPA 0.228 33.804 5.436 47.508 11.635
G0W0 + BSE 0.185 37.542 5.943 50.441 9.593
Previous work Standard DFT 0.08 [22] 45.36 [22] – – –
Experimental 0.150–0.210 [12–15,19,20] 38.000 [16] 42.000 [18] 6.200 [16] 52.00 [17] 9.500 [19]
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Fig. 5. (a) Refractive index (b) Extinction index calculated using DFT + RPA, G0W0 + RPA and G0W0 + BSE.
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The static refractive index with inclusion of electron-hole interac-
tion was found to be 5.943, this value is very close to experimental
value of 6.200 [16] as listed in Table 3. From the refractive index
graph, we noted that the material possesses high refractive index
within infrared region around and decreases at higher energy in
the visible to UV region. Furthermore, after 3.221 eV the velocity
of light is greater than the light celerity because n(x) is less than
one, this value also is close to spectroscopic ellipsometry measure-
ment [27]. As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), the refractive index with
inclusion of electron-hole interaction is smaller than that of DFT
+ RPA and higher than G0W0 + BSE in the whole region from 0 to
10 eV. These results together with spectroscopic ellipsometry
measurement are summarized in Table 3. In the energy range from
0 to 0.185 eV the calculated k(x) with inclusion of electron-hole
interaction is less than 0.1indicating that Sb2Te3 material response
to light with wavelength below 6531 nm and then increases
rapidly with photon energy forming the maximum peak at
2.136 eV. Our (G0W0 + BSE) results of k(x) show that Sb2Te3 hasstrong extinction effects within infrared and visible region. On
the other hand, the k(x) obtained at the DFT + RPA and G0W0 + RPA
level shows that inclusion of electron–electron interactions shifted
the strong extinction effects to UV region. The absorption index is
used to describe the extent which a material absorbs photon
energy. Fig. 6(a) displays the absorption index of the title material
in the three different approaches. It is observed that the absorption
spectrum with inclusion of electron-hole interaction begins from
0.185 eV and rises sharply until attaining maximum peak at
12:84 107 cm1 correspond to 2.727 eV and then decreases shar-
ply to 11.932 eV, which reveal the broadband wavelengths absorp-
tion behaviour of the title compound. This material shows good
absorption coefficient in the region from 1.295 to 7.214 eV. In
the absence of electron-hole interaction, the absorption index
without (DFT + RPA) and with (G0W0 + BSE) inclusion of electron–
electron interaction shows prominent peaks at 2.186 and
5.867 eV respectively.
Reflectivity is the ratio of reflected photon energy from surface
to the photon energy incident on the surface. Fig. 6(a) displays the
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of this parameter with G0W0 + BSE was found to be 50.441%, this
value is close to available experimental data reported by Langham-
mer et al. [17]. The reflectivity spectrum starts to increase sharply
from 50.441% until attaining maximum level at 89.259% corre-
sponding to photon energy value of 4.848 eV and decreases drasti-
cally to a very low value. This indicates that the material is
transmitting in ultraviolet wavelengths because of small reflec-
tance within that energy range. Also, the values of reflectivity spec-
trum at zero energy using DFT + RPA and G0W0 + RPA were
58.049% and 47.508% respectively.
A complex conductivity spectrum is a gauge of photoconductiv-
ity that gives clear information on the electrical conductivity of a
material. Fig. 7(a) shows the complex conductivity spectrum as a
function of photon energy calculated using DFT + RPA (electron-
hole and electron–electron attraction neglected), G0W0 + RPA
(electron-hole attraction neglected and electron–electron attrac-
tion included), and G0W0 + BSE (electron-hole and electron–elec-
tron effects included). It is shown that including electron-hole
and electron–electron effects (G0W0 + BSE) the maximum peak is
located at 2.121 eV correspond to 10.120  1015 S1, indicating
high absorption at low energy. Therefore, Sb2Te3 second generation
TIs is more conductive in the incident photon energy range from
1.213 to 3.204 eV. On the other hand the optical conductivity with-
out (DFT + RPA) and with (G0W0 + RPA) electron–electron attrac-
tions starts at 0.123 and 0.228 eV respectively. Thus these main
edges correspond to DFT and G0W0 fundamental band gap since
absorption spectra are related to optical conductivity. Electron
energy loss function is used to describing the loss in energy of a
fast moving electron traversing the material. The correspondingelectron energy-loss functions in function of photon energy with
the three approaches are shown in Fig. 7(b). The prominent peak
was found to be 9.593 eV for G0W0 + BSE, this value is consistent
with experimental data [18,19]. The sharp maxima peak of the
energy loss function spectra indicate the existence of plasma reso-
nance and this appear at a particular incident light frequency
which corresponds to the trailing edges in the reflection spectra
sometimes called plasma frequency xP. At this point of energy,
the real part of the dielectric function goes to zero indicating rapid
reduction in reflectance. Comparison of energy loss function spec-
tra at DFT + RPA and G0W0 + RPA approaches shows that including
electron–electron interaction led to shift in the entire spectra to
higher energy as can be seen in Fig. 7(b).
Conclusions
In summary, in this paper, we investigated the structural and
electronic properties of Sb2Te3 TI using DFT pseudopotential
approach within generalized gradient approximation. The struc-
tural parameters computed show good agreement with reported
experimental data. The band structures within G0W0approxima-
tion show the small band gap semiconducting behaviour of Sb2Te3
in very good agreement with experimental value while the partial
density of states indicate that the p-orbitals of Sb and Te atoms are
responsible for material properties near Fermi level, in agreement
with previous theoretical and experimental measurements. Optical
properties are calculated by quasi-particle many-body perturba-
tion theory (MBPT) via Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) as imple-
mented in Yambo code. Analysis of optical parameters shows
that an excellent agreement with available experimental observa-
A. Lawal et al. / Results in Physics 7 (2017) 2302–2310 2309tions achieved after adding excitonic effects via G0W0 + BSE. Con-
sistencies of our findings with experimental data validate the
effectiveness of electron-hole interaction inclusion for theoretical
investigation of optical properties.Acknowledgements
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